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FOLLOWING THE WAY OF SUZUKI
By Megan McNamer
Office of University Relations
University of Montana
MISSOULA—
Some people are always wistfully saying, "I wish I could play the piano
(the violin, the guitar...)."
To them, making music is like performing magic-- it's a secret formula
known by a gifted few.

Yet those same people speak their native language

with ease and don't consider that to be any special talent.
The ability to make music can be acquired in the same way as learning
to speak, some music educators feel—

that is, through saturated listening;

imitation and repetition; and constant review.
Their mentor is the 85-year-old Shinichi Suzuki, who formulated a concept
called "Talent Education" in postwar Japan.

In Suzuki's words, "Talent is

no accident of birth.... People seem to have the idea that if one is born
without talent, there is nothing one can do about it, and they simply resign
themselves to what they consider to be their 'fate.'

Consequently, they go

through life without living it to the fullest or ever knowing life's true joy."
Art is not in some far-off place,"
by Love."

Suzuki writes in his book "Nurtured

He says that art is right inside our ordinary, daily selves.

A work

of art is the expression of our whole personality, sensibility and ability,
according to Suzuki, all of which depends, in turn, on our environment as
we grow.

(over)
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The Suzuki Method, as it has come to be called, incorporates this
thinking into a step-by-step method for teaching very young children to
play the violin.

The emphasis is on learning to appreciate beauty and

building self-esteem along with technical skill.
When the method first came stateside, Americans were either delighted
or appalled at stories told of "mass concerts" given by thousands of
Japanese children—

all playing, simultaneously, a Vivaldi violin concerto.

The group playing was meant to give confidence to young musicians in a
communal atmosphere of teachers, families .and friends, all devoted to music.
"A miracle," said some.

"Mechanical,"

said others.

"The most influential teacher of our era is likely to be Dr. Shinichi
Suzuki of Japan,"

said the New York Times.

The Suzuki concept took hold and in recent years the approach has been
extended to the piano, flute, viola, cello, harp and people over four feet tall.
Suzuki stresses the importance of developing the "habit of action."
"If you put it off to some other time, it will never get done,"

he says,

"because 'some other time' has its own tasks."
If you've been thinking wistfully, "I wish I could play a musical instru
ment" but considered the learning impossible, maybe you should think again.
Could be that a child in your life will show you the way.
A Suzuki violin program is being sponsored by the University of Montana
this year through the Department of Music and the Center for Continuing Education
Lessons are taught by Colleen Olivares, a graduate music student and registered
Suzuki teacher, who has been teaching Suzuki violin to children ages 4-10 for
the past three years.
Sitting in on a five-year-old's lesson, taught according to Suzuki, can be
inspirational.

First of all, a tiny, pigtailed person winds her way through
(more)
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university halls to greet Olivares with a glowing smile.

(How many of

us used to anxiously practice late-for or don't-know-my lesson excuses
more than our scales?)
The session starts with a reciprocal bow, from the waist, perhaps in
deference to the origins of the method.

Foot positions are checked, then

the pigtailed performer dramatically extends a teeny violin arms length
before tucking it securely under her chin.

It's been tuned by the

teacher.
Olivares and pupil play together an already-fami1iar piece.
lacking are music books.

Noticeably

Pigtails plays from memory.

A common conception about the Suzuki method is that students don't learn
to read music.
"Students do learn to read,"

Olivares says, "but only after they've

become comfortable with the instrument and have developed their ear for music."
Also noticeably lacking a're several thousand other students.
"Group playing is only part of the method,"
actual teaching takes place in private lessons.

Olivares explains.

"The

Large group concerts are

possible because Suzuki students all study the same repertoire.

Students

get motivation and self-assurance from playing together but don't come to
depend on it."
Now it's time to learn a new section of the piece, which is a set of
variations by Suzuki on "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star."
volumes in the Suzuki repertoire.

(There are 10

The gradually-graded series also includes

folk tunes and works by Bach, Mozart and Vivaldi. Each piece is kept current
through constant review.)
After playing the new part several times and then guiding her pupil
verbally through some fingerings, Olivares smiles, "Can you remember how
to do that this week?"

A mother takes note.
(over)

(A child's parent must be
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willing to commit time and energy to the learning process.

A student

listens to recordings at home and practices daily with the parent as a coach.)
At the end of a quick half-hour, capped by another bow, a second little
girl comes grinning through the door.
lessons and will

work

She has only just begun her Suzuki

today on performing circles ("cookies") with

her bow, and plucking sounds from her violin while holding one hand cupped
"like an umbrella over people on the strings."

(The point in Suzuki playing

is not the relative difficulty of the music but how well it is mastered.)
Except for occasional squeaks of five-year-old excitement, she prepares
herself and her instrument with bright-eyed concentration—
maestro, warming up.

m
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